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A colleague had this to say about Dr.
Mandziuk :
Resident physicians of virtually all programs must
perform off-service rotations. These rotations away
from the familiarity of one’s home service can
be lonely, disorienting, and stressful. Therefore,
all off-service resident physicians can appreciate
a colleague who goes above and beyond for
resident physicians rotating through from other
programs. Jake Mandziuk is such a quintessential
resident physician. He has gone the extra mile his
entire residency training for resident physicians
rotating through Anatomical Pathology from our
program (Diagnostic Radiology). Whether by being
welcoming, providing advice for the rotation,
or showing interesting cases, he has been an
important part of our off-service pathology
rotations. Furthermore, he has had a vital role
in our education longitudinally by collaborating
with many of us for our radiologic-pathologic case
submissions (which radiology resident physicians
across Canada must submit in PGY-4), including
this year where he was busy studying for the Royal
College Examination.
Outside of work, Jake exemplifies a balanced
lifestyle, including partaking in local arts and
culture, and sharing his two beautiful cats on
Instagram.
Thank you again, from the senior University of
Alberta Diagnostic Radiology resident physicians.
All the best at your fellowship in Pediatric Pathology
at the Medical College of Wisconsin. We hope to
see you back as a staff physician to welcome future
generations of radiology resident physicians.
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Life ain’t easy and it flows by fast. Residency
training is no different. Yet the resident physicians
I have worked with over the past five years have
made the process fun and rewarding. They have
helped me strengthen myself and I hope I have
helped them in some way as well.Thank you for
being a freind and thank you for this nomination.
I have completed all my post-secondary education
in Edmonton. I am finalizing my last few months in
the Anatomical Pathology program and will swing
Southeast to Milwaukee to complete a Fellowship in
Pediatric Pathology at Children’s Wisconsin starting
in July. During my time here I have tried to engage
in teaching as much as possible and to help others
with their academic pursuits while developing my
own alongside them.
Outside of work I spend my nights and weekends
with friends as much as I can. I have two farm cats
keeping me company. Royal Ruby and Countess
Cookie. I collect life-size busts of comic book
characters, enjoy accumulating weird art and
dabble with guitars. I’m looking forward to finding
new ways to keep life as exciting as it should be!

